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Newsline

This is the year that was
For South Africans, 2010 will always be remembered as the year in which we
hosted the 'best Soccer World Cup ever'. It was also a year of low inflation and
interest rates,which impacted the retail industry in a myriad of ways. HGR looks
back on some of the big stories that made the news, and some of the not so big
but just as relevant...
Simmons moves offices
The Gauteng branch of Simmons South Africa moved to new
office and warehouse facilities in Herriotdale, Johannesburg. The
new premises also boasts a spacious showroom, custom-built to
accommodate Simmons' extensive range of beds.

with Patricia Pillay taking on the role of executive and legislative
affairs head.
FTA gathers one last time

Amap becomes profitable again
After two years of back-to-back losses, Amalgamated Appliance
Holdings (Amap), importer, manufacturer and distributor of
household electrical and electronic durables, finally reported
a first half operating profit increase of R32.1 million. CEO Alan
Coward attributed the turnaround to the company’s decision
to close its consumer electronics business and move to a brand
royalty business for Sansui and Tedelex.
Establishment of SA Retail Council leads to FTA demise
An urgent need for a unified
retail body to strengthen
the retailer’s position and
voice in the industry saw
the merger between the
long-standing Furniture
Traders Association (FTA)
and the Consumer Goods
Council of South Africa
(CGSA) culminate in the
establishment of the South
African Retail Council
(SARC), which was officially
launched in April.
JD Group CEO Grattan
Kirk was appointed interim
chairperson of the SARC,
4
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The FTA committee gathered for the last time in May to pay
tribute to the councillors for all their hard work over the years:
(back, from left) Hartwig Heil (Tafelberg Furniture), Marlene
McConell (Lewis Group), vice-president Joe Berinato (Ital Video
& Audio Services), president Bruce Sinclair (Ellerine Holdings),
Pat Kimmince (JD Group), Marion Fraser (FTA), Tertius Basson
(Tafelberg Furniture), (front, from left) Ezra Altshuler (Peerless
Furnishers), executive director Dick Behrens (FTA), Engela Botha
(FTA) and Sue Strong (Brands Furnishers).
Ellies adds small appliances to offering
Ellies Holdings, manufacturer, importer, wholesaler and
distributor in Southern Africa of television reception-related,
domestic electronic and audio products, launched a lifestyle
products division, Ellies Essential Lifestyle. The range includes
low to medium-end electrical products such as irons, kettles and
toasters, distributed through the branch network.

Newsline

"We saw an opportunity to service our customers by providing
them with essential lifestyle products under our trusted
household name," said Ellies CEO Wayne Samson.

retailers, most of whom prefer to buy from a single supplier base.”
Game celebrates 40th birthday

Tafelberg Bellville burns down

Tafelberg Furnishers’ Bellville furniture and appliance showroom
was left gutted by a fire that ripped through the building in April,
two hours before the store was scheduled to open for business.
Rebuilding of the showroom began in August with plans to
reopen the new store in the first week of December.
LG inaugurates new premises

In May LG Electronics invited Government officials, VIPs,
celebrities, suppliers, partners, staff and media to the official
inauguration of its new offices. The function was presided over
by the deputy minister of economic development Dr Gwen
Mahlangu Nkabinde. Located in Gosforth Park, LG’s new home is
in close proximity to its biggest distributor MassMart and is also
visible from the N3 highway.
Afritronics appointed Sanyo distributor
Afritronics was appointed exclusive South African distributor of
Sanyo’s consumer electronics division, following the company’s
global merger with Panasonic in December 2009. Sanyo now
operates as a consolidated subsidiary of Panasonic.
“We are very excited about adding the Sanyo brand to our
offering,” said Afritronics joint managing director Avis Naidoo. “It
perfectly supplements the other Japanese brands – Sharp and
Pioneer – we distribute and enables us to offer a bigger basket to

Game stores were born out of the belief by its founders
that shopping had become a tedious and boring pastime.
They wanted to create a fun shopping environment, and so
conceptualised retailing as a game. Forty years on and the
company's signature bright pink branding still prevails.
A subsidiary of the JSE-listed Massmart Holdings, the dynamic
Game discount retail chain has come a long way since it opened
its first store in Durban in 1970 in cramped premises in the city's
CBD, ringing up sales of R78 000 in its first month of trading.
Today the Game banner flies proudly over 90 stores in South
Africa and in ten other African countries, selling 20 000 different
products to over 45 million customers per year.
Game stocks the world’s leading brands and is an industry
leader in several categories, including large and small appliances,
gardening tools and accessories, home fitness equipment,
camping and outdoor products, consumer electronics, cellular
phones and diapers. Ranges are selected to satisfy the needs of
the mass market of consumers, and Game’s significant purchase
volumes ensure that it is always able to offer the best prices in
key categories of product merchandise.
Television sales leap during World Cup fever
Television sets flew off local retailers' shelves as consumers
sought alternatives to World Cup match tickets, with some stores
reporting a 50 per cent increase in turnover. Listed retailers
Massmart and JD Group reported particularly large surges in sales
in the period prior to the start of the tournament.
Game did sales in excess of R200 million in the television
page 6 X
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The year in review
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category, which is double the sales for the comparable period in
2009.
KwaZulu-Natal-based appliance specialist Hirsch's also noticed
a marked increase in sales of LCD and LED screens leading up to
the tournament.
NCR chief steps down
National Credit Regulator
(NCR) chief executive
officer Gabriel Davel
announced that he will be
stepping down from his
position in January 2011.
Davel joined the NCR at
its inception in 2006 and
was a key contributor in
the development of the
National Credit Act (NCA),
its implementation and in
steering the NCR during its
critical establishment phase.
“I’ve enjoyed the challenges at the NCR and believe that it has
made an important contribution in establishing a more equitable,
fair and transparent credit market which has an important role
to play in improving the livelihoods of all South Africans,” he said.
“While it’s been an exciting journey, I now look forward to new
challenges.”
Iser celebrates a decade of successful trading
Ten years ago, five progressive and forward-thinking
retail businesses combined to form a new buying group
– Independent Specialist Electronic Retailers (Iser). They saw
then what has become even more apparent today – that without
cooperation and collaboration the independent retailer would be
under serious pressure to survive and prosper.
During those ten years, not only has Iser played an everincreasing role in promoting the survival of the independent
retailer, but we have grown into and maintained our position
as South Africa’s leading electronics buying and trade finance
group, declared Iser merchandising executive Mike Davidson in
his address to guests at the tenth annual Iser supplier awards
dinner, held at Emperors Palace in September.
Walmart bids for Massmart
Towards the end of September Walmart announced its bid to
acquire Massmart for R32 billion.
Walmart, which has more than 8613 retail units in 15 countries
6
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and boasts 55 brands, had been looking at entering the African
market for some time. Massmart currently operates in 14 subSaharan Africa countries.
A month later Walmart notified Massmart that it may scale
back its bid to a controlling stake of just over 50 per cent in
the local group to enable Massmart shareholders, the majority
of whom are non-South Africans, to hold on to some of their
JSE-listed shares. Responding to the announcement, Massmart
CEO Grant Pattison said it was indicative that discussions with
Walmart were progressing positively.
Analysts aver that Walmart’s size enables it to source products
cheaper and pass on these savings to consumers. If the deal
goes ahead, they say, shoppers at Game and Dion Wired may
see reduced prices, which will put pressure on other retailers
to do the same. Additionally, Walmart will also be able to boost
Massmart’s product range through its international networks,
further pushing local competitors to enhance their offering.
Analysts also point out that the need to become more
price-competitive would see retailers feeling pressure on their
gross margins, which are already low in this highly competitive
industry.
Shoprite takes top honours at 2010 Retail Awards

Furniture retailer JD Group scooped no fewer than seven
accolades at the third annual Times and Sowetan 2010 Retail
Awards, held at the Hilton Hotel in October, but it was Shoprite
who walked away with the top honours when its furniture retail
store House and Home rose three places from last year to win the
Furniture Stores Overall category.

Newsline

Kelvinator renews commitment

to SA market

(1934). Kelvinator later introduced air
Kelvinator in South Africa is no less
conditioners to its line of products.
committed to the South African market
than it was when the company first
Renewed focus
came to the country in 1945, declares
Kelvinator is ideal for the South African
managing director Jon Lopes.
mass market and as a standalone brand
As part of the Electrolux group,
will be receiving renewed focus from the
Kelvinator has long been a household
Johannesburg-based team, says Lopes.
name in South Africa. Renowned for its
“All our products are sourced locally,
ability to withstand harsh elements and
in Europe and the East, which affords
deliver reliable performance year after
us a degree of flexibility that many of
year, the brand has been synonymous
with quality and performance for
decades.
Following Electrolux’s announcement
in March this year to reposition the
“Kelvinator still enjoys
group in line with its global brand
a strong standing
pyramid consisting of AEG, Electrolux
and Zanussi, AEG Major Appliances was
in South Africa”
transferred to the Electrolux Floor Care
division in Cape Town at the end of June.
“The Kelvinator business will continue
our competitors don’t have. We are not
in South Africa under the current
bound to a factory’s manufacturing
management,” says Lopes. “Our mission
and business strategy remains the same.” capacity and can order on a just-in-time
basis in line with our customers’ specific
Kelvinator was founded in 1914
requirements.
in Detroit, Michigan by engineer
“Additionally, the fact that we are
Nathaniel B Wales, who together with
a small team enables us to make
a few partners, developed the first
decisions quickly which ensures a quick
household mechanical refrigerators to
turnaround for our customers.”
be marketed under the name ElectroAutomatic Refrigerating Company. In
Hots a best seller
1916 the company’s name was changed
Lopes says Kelvinator still enjoys a
to Kelvinator Company, in honour of
British physicist
Lord Kelvin, for
whom the Kelvin
temperature scale
is named.
Since then,
Kelvinator has
been credited
with introducing
many firsts in
the industry,
such as the first
self-contained
refrigeration unit
with cooling
system, compressor
and condenser
in one cabinet
(1925) and the
world’s first twodoor household
Kelvinator's 90cm freestanding stainless steel gas/electric cooker
refrigerator
is one of its most popular products.
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strong standing in South Africa. “Indeed,
figures released by GfK show that we are
gaining market share in refrigeration,
although the ‘hots’ category remains our
best seller.”
Brand education is also a top priority
for the Kelvinator team, not only for
the consumer but also for the retail
sales force. “Research shows that 70 per
cent of a consumer’s purchase decision
is made by the floor salesperson,”
says Lopes. “Consequently, the more
knowledgeable the salesperson is about
our brand, the greater is his influence on
the consumer.
“For this reason we conduct a great
deal of training at our premises, which
includes imparting essential sales skills
to sales people.
“We have already seen a significant
return on this investment – as much
as a five per cent increase in our profit
margins.”
“Following our restructuring, our
challenge going forward is to be able
to continue to offer value and flexibility
to the retailer, in a package that suits
them and which our competitors cannot
provide,” Lopes continues.
“But the team that brought AEG to
success in South Africa is the same team
that will be promoting Kelvinator, so
only good things can happen.”

The Kelvinator 12-place setting dishwasher.

Newsline

Retail sales surge, household
furniture best performer
Retail sales rose 6.1 per cent in September compared with the same
month last year, accelerating from 4.6 per cent in August. Household
furniture put in the best performance at 16.8 per cent, followed by
pharmaceuticals (11 per cent).
Food, beverage and tobacco sales rose 3.6 per cent after falling
1.7 per cent in August, while clothing and footwear sales rose 8.6 per
cent, from 5.8 per cent. Paint and hardware sales contracted 2.6 per
cent.
Market consensus had predicted sales growth would slow to 4.3
per cent. Between August and September sales rose 0.4 per cent.
The figures reflect the health of consumer spending, which drives 60
per cent of demand in the economy.
"There is every reason to believe that retail sales will continue to
do well this year and next, says Citadel chief economist Dave Mohr.”If
there is one area that could surprise on the upside in South Africa’s
economy, it is probably consumer spending.”
The Soccer World Cup clearly buoyed spending in June and July,
when retail sales rose 7.6 per cent and eight per cent year-on-year
respectively. After the sharp slowdown in August, the rebound
in September is encouraging, but not enough to support robust
economic growth.
"Outlook towards the retail sector continues to improve," says Brait
economist Colen Garrow. "However, it must also be said in the same
breath that the recovery remains fragile and patchy."
"The consumer is in much better shape now than a year ago,"
adds Stanlib’s Kevin Lings. “Consumer spending will continue to
expand at a solid pace into next year but will lack absolute vibrancy
without a recovery in employment.”

Maisel resigns from Motani

Phillip Maisel has announced his immediate resignation for the
House of Motani group as of 30 September 2010. "We wish Philip
every success in his future ventures," the company says.
10
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Newsline

JD Group bullish about year ahead as profit soars
JD Group posted a nearly seven-fold
increase in full-year profit helped by the
absence of one-off items and a slow
recovery in consumer spending.
Headline earnings per share totalled
303.6 cents in the year to end-September
compared with 44.4 cents a year earlier,
when results were hit by a R338 million
tax settlement.
Debtors cost fell to R753 million from
R1.1 billion in the previous year, while
sales rose three per cent from R9.2 billion
to R9.5 billion.
After the first half of the year with its
terrible Christmas sales, the furniture and

cash divisions showed good growth in
the second half, with sales up nine per
cent.
“Our performance over the past six
months gives reason for an optimistic
outlook for the forthcoming year,” says
CEO Grattan Kirk. "All divisions are well
positioned to maximise this festive
seasons trading.”
Revenue grew by two per cent to
R13.2 billion, while operating profit
increased by 20 per cent from R646
million to R772 million. Net profit
attributable to ordinary shareholders was
up from R75 million to R501 million

Lewis posts ‘satisfactory’ H1 results
Lewis group submitted a very acceptable set
of results for the six months to September,
reporting that pretax profit rose 14 per cent
from R386.6 million to R441.9 million as sales
increased and bad debt costs stabilised.
Furniture and appliance sales rose 11.1
per cent with electronic goods sales up 11.7
per cent. Sales on credit rose to 71.7 per
cent from 68.5 per cent of total sales.
Revenue was up 9.8 per cent to R2.1
billion, operating profit increased by 10.5 per
cent to R468.9 million. Net profit attributable
to ordinary shareholders grew by 13.1 per
cent to R295.5 million.
“It’s a satisfactory result for us,” says CEO
Johan Enslin. “We’ve had six very strong
months on the collection side of things.
Increasing debtor costs have slowed and
sales are really looking up.”
Many Lewis customers are public servants
who have benefited from the recent
generous wage increases. The proportion of
customers in the “satisfactory paid” category
— those paying 70 per cent or more of
amounts due over the contract period
— rose to 71.6 per cent from 69.6 per cent
from a year earlier .
The company’s impairment provision,
however, increased from 17.9 per cent to
18.4 per cent of net debtors over the period,
due to the higher capital investment in
longer-term contracts.
Lewis, which builds in incentives to
customers to borrow more as their existing
loan terms come to an end, says 55 per cent

Grattan Kirk – optimistic.

Nu-World expands
product range

Johan Enslin – "sales looking up."
of all business generated during the period
was with existing customers. “Targeted local
store promotions that hone in on goodpaying customers are the biggest weapons
in our artillery,” says Enslin. “Other issues
that affect Lewis customers directly, such
as food and fuel prices, are working in the
company’s favour. However, unemployment
remains our biggest concern.”
Enslin declined to predict a stronger
Christmas than last year. “We are optimistic
about Christmas. We have sourced excellent
value-for-money merchandise and have the
stock to make this festive season as strong
as possible.”
The company intends to continue its
store expansion programme, increasing its
store base 27 per cent over the next three
years. This, it says, will be a mix of its smaller
format stores as well as its new My Home
brand, which caters to a higher income
bracket than the traditional Lewis store.

Nu-World, which manufactures, imports
and exports a diversified range of electrical
appliances, consumer electronics and
branded consumer durables, has added
liquor and hi-tech to its product range.
Posting results for the year to August,
the group said it's now importing and
distributing "a growing range of branded
liquor products”, including "exclusive French
brands VSOP and XO cognacs," as well as a
range of spirits and beers.
The hi-tech product categories will be
brought to market during the company’s
current financial year.
At the same time Nu-World says it will
step up its roll-out of a mobile phone range
as South Africa approaches the festive
season.
Group turnover increased by 26.3 per
cent to R1821.9 million, while EBITDA rose
to R113.3 million.
Net profit attributable to shareholders
increased to R68.6 million. Headline
earnings per share soared by 126.5 per cent
to 324.4cents per share
"It is rewarding to confirm that all
subsidiaries in the group have reported
increased revenue and improved margins
in these somewhat uncertain economic
times," the company says. "There are
exciting revenue and profit growth
opportunities to be achieved in the
forthcoming year."
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Hope for full global economic recovery diminishes
After an upbeat start to the year with
two consecutive quarters of increases in
optimism, global consumer confidence fell
three points in September to an Index of
90, as consumers' hopes for a full economic
recovery this year fades in most parts of the
world, according to the latest edition of the
Nielsen Global Consumer Confidence Index
(CCI).
Index levels above and below a baseline
of 100 indicate degrees of optimism and
pessimism. The 90 index mark reflects
the reality that consumers around the
world remain largely pessimistic about
job prospects, personal finances and their
ability to buy the things they want and
need over the next year.
While positive sentiment drove
confidence levels up in the first half of
this year, consumer confidence declined
in 20 of 53 global markets in the third
quarter. "There simply hasn't been enough
consistent and positive news to sustain
the positive outlook and momentum that
consumers showed at the start of this year,”
says Nielsen Company’s The Cambridge
Group chief economist Dr Venkatesh
Bala. "The reversal of global consumer

confidence in the third quarter highlights
the fragility and uncertainty of the current
global economy, its ongoing vulnerability
to macroeconomic shocks, and finally, the
divergence in the pace of recovery among
international markets and regions."
For many consumers, spending on
non-essential goods has become more
restrained this year compared to the
height of the global recession two years
ago. Discretionary income reached an all
time low for many consumers in the third
quarter, with 27 per cent of Americans,
19 per cent of Europeans, 17 per cent of
Middle Easterners/Africans and 16 per cent
of Latin Americans left with no spare cash
after paying essential living expenses.
Nielsen's Global Consumer Confidence
Index tracks consumer confidence in 53
countries. In the latest survey conducted
between 3 and 21 September 2010,
consumer confidence in most markets
showed continued spending restraint. More
than half (56 per cent) of global consumers
believe they are currently in recession and
48 per cent do not believe they will be out
of a recession in the next 12 months.
"While slipping back into a full blown

global recession is unlikely, in the last few
months consumers accepted that there are
no quick fixes to the persistent economic
issues of unemployment and government
budgetary woes that continue to dampen
and constrain economic revival," Dr Bala
continues.
Consumers and retailers adjust
expectations
Stagnant unemployment figures in the US
and increasing jobless numbers in some
European markets had a major effect on
confidence levels in the third quarter. Sixty
four per cent of North Americans and 70
per cent of Europeans describe their job
prospects in the next 12 months as not so
good, or bad.
“With a stubbornly weak labour market,
consumers are concerned about the jobless
recovery and managing their personal
finances,” says Global Consumer Insights at
The Nielsen Company vice-president James
Russo. "As a result, consumers are closely
planning spending and they continue to
reduce shopping trips while placing more
page 22 X

Epson in global sponsorship deal with Manchester United
Printer, projector and scanner
manufacturer Epson has signed a global
sponsorship agreement to become
official office equipment partner to
Manchester United, one of the world's
most famous football clubs.
The agreement, effective immediately,
sees Epson supply Manchester United
with its equipment throughout Old
Trafford. The partnership was launched
at Old Trafford on Friday 26 November.
Epson global president Minoru Usui
says: "The partnership with Manchester
United aligns Epson with an exciting
and globally recognised brand, bringing
us closer to our customers worldwide.
Leading the way through constant
creativity and innovation both brands
share a commitment to achieving the
highest standards. Our vision to excite
and inspire customers is represented
by Manchester United's success on
12

Sir Alex Ferguson (right) of Manchester
United with Epson global president Minoru
Usui at the announcement at Old Trafford
of Epson's new sponsorship deal with
Manchester United.
the pitch and the unique printer and
projector technologies for which Epson is
renowned."
Epson expects the agreement to
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allow the brand to get closer to its
customers and their passions. Epson
believes in giving something back to
the communities in which it operates
and there are strong synergies with
Manchester United, which also has
a strong community spirit and is
well-known for its local community
programmes.
Says Manchester United's chief
executive David Gill: "We are obviously
delighted to have Epson as one of our
commercial partners and are looking
forward to developing an exciting
communications programme that helps
us both achieve our business goals.
Epson is a superb global brand that sits
perfectly alongside our existing partners."
The agreement was also announced
to fans at half time during the game
against Blackburn Rovers on Saturday 27
November.
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Elegance and performance at a touch

Russell Hobbs

Russell Hobbs

Glass Touch
Toaster
with high lift function

Glass Touch Kettle
with variable temperature settings

The new Glass Touch range from Russell Hobbs is the perfect balance of
sophisticated elegance and high performance at your ⇒ngertips.
Whether it’s making toast with the Glass Touch 2-Slice Toaster with a cool
blue LED touch control panel and 7 browning settings, including a frozen and
cancel function, or boiling water for your favourite cuppa in the Glass Touch
Kettle with 6 illuminated temperature settings, a one-touch lid and a 1.7 litre
kettle that swivels 360°.
The one thing you’ll notice is you can do it all, effortlessly.

For more information, phone 011 490 9000
or visit www.russellhobbs.co.za

Talking Points

Predicting consumer trends for 2011
While consumers are still reeling from the aftershock created by the global economic
crisis, lessons have been learnt, behaviours changed and consumer adaptability
has created a new way of life. With that in mind, market intelligence provider Mintel
predicts nine key consumer trends for the year ahead, examining how long-term
behaviour has been implicated.
In 2011, consumers are living for the long
term, with attitudes inspired by a changed
value set.
Mintel global trends analyst Alexandra
Smith says: "The effects of the global
economic crisis have had long-reaching
implications and it is not just consumer
behaviour in the short term which
was affected. Indeed, these consumer
trends for 2011 are a legacy created by
economics, but now gathering their own
momentum and are set to influence the
global consumer mindset for a long time
to come."
Prepare for the worst
With a heightened sense of what economic
collapse looks like thanks to the global
recession, a
renewed
emphasis on
prevention
will drive
consumers
to think

defensively.
In the UK, 43 per cent of consumers say:
"Trying to add to my rainy day savings/
emergency fund" is a priority for this year,
up 15 per cent from last year. In the US, a
third of consumers say they're using debit
rather than credit, and debit transactions
are forecasted to rise nearly 60 per cent
between 2000 and 2010.
Consumers want to know what they're
getting themselves into: no loopholes,
no hidden costs and no pricey upgrades.
So, 2011 may see the need for brands to
demonstrate how a product or service
delivers long-term benefits or prevents
problems down the road.
Retail rebirth
With online experiences developing rapidly,
for brick-and-mortar retailers discounting is
a no-win battle against the internet.
In the UK, 47 per cent of consumers
are only buying clothes on sale, offer or
promotion and 35 per cent say their choice
of store is determined by special offers or
discounts. In the US, 35 per cent say their
choice of store is determined by special
offers or discounts.
In 2011, brands may need to get
more creative to lure consumers into
stores, offering more than just retail,
and be a venue, not just a shop.
Service may extend into advice
and demonstrations, while
exclusivity and environment
may also be key aspects to
engage consumers with real
life, not virtual, shopping
experiences.
Where it’s App
With smartphones becoming
the dominant mobile force,
barcodes and app technology
will pique interest, provide portals
into unique experiences and

14
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improve our quality of life.
In the US, sales of smartphones grew 82
per cent from 2008 to 2010. In the UK, 28
per cent of consumers own a smartphone
and by 2015 iPhones will make up 11 per
cent of all total devices used in the UK.
As consumers are empowered like never
before, 2011 will see people take a deeper
interest in where they are: from the city to a
specific store. Geography and status can be
redefined through retail, presenting savvy
brands with an opportunity for increased
location-based services, promotions and
solutions.
To capitalise on consumer awareness
of technology, brands will need to take
barcodes beyond niche understanding,
using it to explain and offer exclusive
content. Rather than displacing our
interaction with the physical, this
technology has the potential to
reinvigorate our relationships with brands,
retailers and with each other.
No degree, no problem
Economic uncertainty has changed the
workplace and the meaning of job security
for the foreseeable future. As a result
consumers will continue to question higher
education's return on investment and
alternative channels for learning will gain
credibility.
In 2011 we may see more lifelong
learning in the workplace, corporate
sponsored degrees and companies
investing in employees through education
and training rather than salary or benefits.
Meanwhile, learning while doing, rather
than learning in a lecture hall, may become
a focus and with DIY education gaining
steam, there's an opportunity for brands to
play host.
On her own terms
Women are earning and learning more
than men, creating new gender roles in

Talking Points

business and consumerism. In 2011, age
is no longer an easy marker for life stage.
Opportunities lie for brands to focus less
on the year the female consumer was born,
and more on where she's at with her life
right now.
In the US in 2008 27 per cent of men
reported being the sole cleaner in their
household. In 2010 that number jumped
to 32 per cent. Meanwhile, among under35s, more UK women than men research
financial products online. So, 2011 may see
a counter trend to the 'metrosexuality' of
men in a 'masculinisation' of women.
Implications for how brands market to
women will be big, especially in sectors
such as automobiles and sports. With men
helping around the house more than ever,
there may be an opportunity for brands to
cater household products, as well as retail
experiences accordingly.
Retired for hire
People are working beyond retirement
– either due to financial need, or because
they have grown attached to a lifestyle of
leisure and pleasure. With half of Americans
having no retirement account, the number
of over 65s working will reach nearly 20
per cent by 2014. In the UK, 77 per cent
of over 55s plan to continue working after
retirement age "in order to enjoy and
prolong a better standard of living".

In 2011 this group may prove an
untapped market for advertisers, affecting
a number of consumer sectors. Vitality,
energy and longevity become key product
qualities in the food and drink sector,
while health and beauty messages may
need to centre on anti-ageing properties,
nutraceuticals and older models to reach
this target group.
The big issue
Our attitude toward weight is polarising,
pitting the rise of the super-healthy against
the eternal appeal of indulgence. In the UK
almost a quarter of women wear clothes
in sizes 18 and over, a third of men wear
XL clothes or bigger, and more than 30
per cent of UK children are now classed as
overweight.
Meanwhile 34 per cent of US adults aged
20 and over are obese. Therefore, 2011 may
see a wider array of products catering to
an obese market: from portion control and
more information on packaging to low-cost
healthy fare and products to firm and salve
chaffed or sagging skin.
Garden state
Modern city dwellers have a growing
love of gardening and a need for nature,
and with fresh, organic produce still
economically out of reach for many,
consumers are finding their own ways to

bring healthy home. In the US, 26 per cent
of internet users purchased vegetable
seeds in the past year, 19 per cent bought
vegetable/flower garden fertilizer and 27
per cent like to grow vegetables at home.
In the UK, one in five consumers grow
their own fruit and vegetables and the UK
Allotment waiting list has grown 20 per
cent in 2010.
In the US, 40 per cent of people with
a garden agree "growing fresh food to
cook with" is important. In 2011 rural
tourism, working farm holidays and garden
leisure may benefit, while rising food and
commodity prices may see a boost for seed
sales as this trend develops.
Who needs humans?
As we move into an ever more digital
era, automated technology has machines
replacing people – for better or worse.
While cashier-less checkouts have become
common place, we're starting to see
machines creep into new territories,
including hospitals, libraries, pharmacies
and the home.
Therefore, 2011 may see certain jobs
permanently displaced by technology
– that includes service jobs, not just manual
or factory work.
But backlash and balance-seeking may
lead to an increased cache for hyperpersonal goods and services.
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Industry Captains

Suliman ‘the magnificent’
retailer, philanthropist,
property developer,
and family man
Being by far the most successful
businessman/retailer in the Far North
of South Africa, Suliman (Solly) Noor
enjoys a profile and recognition which
other retailers can only dream about.
Zohra and Solly Noor

Solly’s Discount World needs no
introduction to this industry, and it was
this business which laid the foundation
for Solly Noor's huge successes which
he then built on and diversified into a
variety of other enterprises, including
manufacturing and vast property
interests. Obviously, HGR over the years
had heard much about this retailing
legend, and when an opportunity arose
to visit him in his business capital of Louis
Trichardt, we grabbed it.
It was an eye opening experience. For
starters, Noor is a humble man who has
kept his feet firmly on the ground. And
his humility is no act, for as we walked
around the streets of Louis Trichardt
there was scarcely a man, from road
digger to business or shop owner, who
did not greet Solly by name and in return
was rewarded with a warm handshake.
Of course, retailers, suppliers and
others in this industry know of Solly Noor
– his name, successes and reputation
precedes him everywhere, but it is
doubtful that many know the man. Who
is he? Where has he come from? What is
his background? What prepared him for
the life and career he has carved out for
himself? What are his values, and indeed
what are the influences which made him
the man he is today?

16

Overcoming disadvantages
Suliman Mahomed – known to one and
all as Solly – was born and bred in the Far
North of the country – Louis Trichardt to
be precise. His father, Anverally Noor, or
Mansuli as he was better known, was a
jeweller, but in those early years of the
fifties and sixties, the Far North of the

“Low profit margins
and high volumes
would be my formula”

Transvaal, as it was then known, was not
a comfortable environment for the Indian
community.
As Noor recalls: “My father, despite
his hard work, laboured under immense
disadvantages and was never in a
position to make any headway. And
because of the lack of money, I had to
leave school after I completed standard
six.
“So it was that I went to help my father
in his business. It was a very tough and
humiliating time for the family and for
Indians in general. But I was determined
to overcome every obstacle that was put
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in my way.
“ After a while and feeling I wasn’t
making much progress, I decided to go
into business for myself and on 1 January
1963 I opened Solly’s Record Bar, bang
in the middle of town, where Jet Stores
is today. I have a great love of music, and
making music my business combined my
twin passions,” he explains. Noor was just
16!
Of course, Solly’s Record Bar was
successful – in retrospect it was
predestined to be so, and Noor decided
that he would move into a selection of
electronic goods such as radios, record
players, tape recorders and hi-fi’s to see
whether he had a market.
“The difference in my approach,” he
explains, “was to discount my prices. In
those days the conventional retailers
were simply after large profit margins. I
understood that for my market, in fact
for any market, low prices could be the
key. Low profit margins and high volumes
would be my formula.”
Inevitably Noor was successful and by
1972, having acquired a taste and a talent
for discount retailing, he decided to add
appliances to his mix.
So he stocked fridges, freezers and
stoves and when TV hit South Africa
about three years later, Solly’s Discount
World became the very first retailer to

Industry Captains

offer discounted TV sets.
But the apartheid laws were heating
up and being applied more stringently
and by the late seventies, indians and
other non-white communities were
forced to move out of town and out of
the CBD.
But Noor was not beaten, nor was he
bowed, and on 1 July 1980 he opened
Solly’s Discount World at Eltivillas on the
town’s outskirts.
“Actually,” he says with a wry chuckle,
“it was in the indian area in the back end
of town.”
The store's location had scant bearing
on its success and much emboldened,
Noor registered Solly’s Discount World
as his trademark. It didn’t take long for
the name to become synonymous with
value for money, and its fame spread
throughout Louis Trichardt and indeed
throughout the province.
By 1985 Solly Noor was expanding
his range of merchandise once again
to include power tools, generators and
other household goods.
A new era
Buoyed by his ongoing success, in 1993
he opened a second Solly’s Discount
World in the heart of Pietersburg
(Polokwane).
“Of course, it was about this time that
we were moving into a new era, into
a new South Africa, so my move there
became possible. And it also became
possible for me to move back into the
CBD of Louis Trichardt,” he reveals.
But this time no rented premises
him and Noor started work on the
construction of a brand-new home for
Solly’s Discount World. The state-ofthe art retail outlet opened its doors
in November 1995 on the corner of
Trichardt (now Songwozi) and Burger
streets.
“Then in 2000 I looked at our
Pietersburg store and made the decision
to also relocate to modern, newly built
premises,” avers Solly. “And for the very
first time in Pietersburg I started to sell
furniture at discounted prices.”
Was that successful?
“Very definitely,” asserts Solly, “and
volumes are increasing too.”
A name second to none
In the intervening years – from Solly’s
Record Bar days – and up to the present,

Solly’s Discount World has carved out
a name for itself second to none as an
independent in the retail industry.
“We’ve won awards and accolades
from every leading supplier as their top
retailer. It’s no secret that we’re the top
dealer for brands such as Defy, Panasonic,
Sony, Multichoice, Samsung, Whirlpool
and many, many others,” reveals Solly.
“And of course, now we’re in furniture,
companies such as Sealy, Grafton and The
House of Motani have also honoured us.”
So if the selling of electronics,
furniture, appliances and a host of
other household goods has laid the
foundation of the Noor family’s enormous
achievements, it has been Solly’s hugely
successful forays into property that has
propelled him into a league which most
other retailers can barely dream of. His

“We’ve won awards
and accolades from
every leading supplier
as their top retailer”

portfolios include major developments
in Louis Trichardt, Pietersburg, Musina
(Messina) and in dozens of other towns
throughout South Africa.
“I have built mosques in honour of
God wherever there was a need,” he says.
“Small communities very often do not
have the finances to build a place of
worship, and if I am approached I will
always help where I can. Nothing I have
achieved could have been done without
the support of Almighty God, and I thank
Him every day for my blessings.”
A family man
Noor's many developments nationally,
which include shopping centres, malls
and other retail outlets for the largest
national retailers, carry the names of
his family members and indeed, just a
walk around the CBD of Louis Trichardt
will speedily reveal the plethora of
developments bearing the family name
and specifically the names of his children.
For Solly Noor is a family man and
he freely admits that without the love,
support and encouragement of his family
he would never have been the success he
is today.

But it hasn’t always been sunshine and
roses for this talismanic businessman.
Tragedy almost unimaginable struck
when first he lost his iconic frather
Mansuli, followed by his brother Abdul.
Shortly thereafter he lost two of his
beloved children, Noor Mahomed and
Hawama, plus his mother-in-law and a
niece in a car accident.
“Thus in the space of a few year I
suffered the loss of six of my closest and
most beloved family members,” is his
sombre admission.
How did he get over it without losing
his sanity and without losing his faith in
Almighty God?
“I’m sure that without my faith – and
it became very tenuous at that point – I
might have done so, but I clung to it like
a drowning man clings to a small piece
of wood. And it saw me through. God
gave me the wisdom and the strength of
acceptance and of course I still had my
surviving children and my wife Zohra.
And we all supported each other with so
much love.”
So this man – retailer, property
developer, philanthropist and family
man with no more than a standard six
education, has more than placed an
indelible mark on the world he inhabits.
“I believe that those to whom Almighty
God has given much, much is expected,”
is how he puts it.
And Solly Noor has given much. Not
just in terms of money and trusts and
charitable foundations and more, but in
time, an extremely precious commodity.
“I have been very active locally
in municipal affairs and politics, as I
believed that I could make a difference.
It is up to others to judge whether in
fact I did make a difference, but what I
do know is that every small contribution
from the lowliest individual can make a
difference.
“And that is my philosophy. Today I
am no longer active in those areas, but I
am always available to help and advise if
called upon to do so,” he asserts.
So for those seeking to wave a magic
wand and conjure up success, Solly
Noor’s story offers a strong moral.
“No magic wand, no magic ingredients,
no material advantages in terms of family
money or education, just hard work,
self-belief, a reliance on Almighty God
to always guide one and critically, the
unswerving support of one’s family.”
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Shop Talk

Product recalls and stric t liability an invitation for mass litigation
The Consumer Protection
Act (CPA), scheduled
to become operational
on 1 April 2011, is likely
to have far-reaching
effects when it comes to
product recalls, declares
Werksmans Attorneys
director Eric Levenstein.
The Department of
Trade and Industry has
stated that the CPA
will “introduce general
principles of consumer
protection and serve as
an overarching governing
statement on consumer
protection matters in
South Africa”.
“In line with
international trends, the
CPA is aimed at increasing
protection afforded to
consumers, most notably
with regard to products
which are found to be
defective, hazardous,
or are likely to cause
potential harm,” says
Levenstein.
A National Consumer
Commission (NCC)
Eric Levenstein –"The cost of product recalls should not be
will be formed and
underestimated."
will be responsible for
the development and
implementation of industrywide systems
to receive notice of faulty products and
“Suppliers may
provide for their effective removal from
find themselves in the
the marketplace by way of product recall.
If the suspected goods are unsafe,
precarious position
then the NCC must take steps to "recall
of being faced with
those goods for repair, replacement, or
claims brought by consumers”
refund". The NCC will be empowered to
regulate the process of product recall in
South Africa, and may also, by way of a
have not yet initiated a recall on faulty
written notice, force those suppliers who
products to do so.

?

Levenstein believes it is
probable that product recalls
will increase substantially
with the implementation of
the new Act, due to the fact
that the CPA now introduces
the concept of "strict
liability" for suppliers.
“Essentially, this
means that there will
be no requirement for
the consumer to prove
negligence on the part of
the supplier; rather, all that
is required for the consumer
to show is a causal link
between the defective
product and the resultant
harm suffered by the
consumer,” he explains.
“It is envisaged that
product recalls, combined
with the strict liability
provisions, will create
possible class action suits
against manufacturers
of defective products,
something which is
specifically incorporated
into the new Act. These
are actions which allow a
large number of claimants
to have their matter heard
in the course of one
proceeding and at a much
reduced cost.”
“Suppliers may find themselves in the
precarious position of being faced with
claims brought by consumers who have
suffered harm directly as a result of the
defect which results in the product recall
itself,” Levenstein warns. “Not only will
suppliers be forced to pay out damages
to consumers who have suffered harm,
page 20 X
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SAS helps manufac turers, retailers minimise recall woes
Manufacturers and retailers can more
easily manage major recalls thanks to a
technological one-two punch from two
new products offered by SAS, the leader in
business analytics.
New SAS OnDemand: Suspect Claims
Detection joins an enhanced SAS Warranty
Analysis product that includes support for
the market-leading database management
strengths of SAS partner, Teradata.
What is SAS OnDemand: Suspect Claims
Detection?
Forward-looking companies are
simultaneously improving customer
experience while reducing costs by
eliminating fraud and waste.
Companies are paying too many
unwarranted and fraudulent claims. SAS
OnDemand: Suspect Claims Detection
analyses service claim data to identify
suspicious claims and service providers.
Dozens of automated analytic models allow
auditors to focus on the most likely sources
of fraud. With the SAS OnDemand delivery
method, business results are gained rapidly
with a minimal IT investment distributed
predictably over time.
As a hosted solution, SAS OnDemand:
Suspect Claims Detection eliminates

up-front technology investments while
permitting customers to manage risk
and scale for growth as business strategy
dictates. The secure, high-performance data
processing infrastructure features industryleading support from the SAS Advanced
Analytics Lab. Among many benefits, SAS
OnDemand: Suspect Claims Detection helps
customers:
• Reduce service costs – by denying or
charging back for illegitimate claims,
service costs can be greatly reduced.
Illegitimate claims can decrease as
service providers become aware of being
monitored.
• Maximise the effectiveness of auditors’ time
– auditors are able to focus on the claims
and service providers with the highest
probability of fraud.
• Improve service network effectiveness
– automated claim review uncovers
patterns of inefficiency where service
providers can improve their performance
and enhance end-user satisfaction.
• Analyse and optimise parts usage
- automated analytics detect patterns of
parts usage that can be utilised to retrain
technicians and save parts costs.
• Benefit from a short time to
implementation - the solution is hosted

on a secure, shareable and scalable
infrastructure designed for detection of
suspect claims without the up-front IT
investment, staff and maintenance costs.
How has SAS Warranty Analysis been
enhanced?
The latest version of SAS Warranty Analysis
integrates text and structured data across
the service chain and provides the needed
information and tools to minimise the
size and scope of recalls by issuing early
warnings about problems and reducing the
time it takes to identify the root cause. This
solution integrates field performance data
with key customer, product, manufacturing
and geographic information to enable
organisations to detect and correct issues
earlier and reduce warranty costs. Part of the
upgraded offering includes support for the
data mart to reside in third-party databases
like those from SAS partner Teradata.
SAS Warranty Analysis also offers
enhanced automated emerging issues email alerts, enabling subscribers to monitor
specific watch lists, parts and projects.
Improved functionality to drill into emerging
issues automates the time-consuming
process of sifting through thousands of
claims.

Qualification critical to effec tive payroll administration
Experts in the field of human resource
development and payroll administration
believe that the benefits of technology
integrated into business are dependent
on, and influenced significantly by the
skills levels of those tasked with their
operation. However, some specialists
in these areas believe that technology
has advanced to the level that unskilled
operators can be used even for key
processes.
Payroll, HR, time and attendance and
access control solution provider CEO
Teryl Schroenn believes it is important for
technology retailers to take cognisance of
this alternative point of view.
“Effective solutions that are
strategically integrated into the business
certainly add value, but can rarely be
run exclusively without knowledgeable
intervention, and cannot be entirely

responsible for optimal operation
and delivery,” she says. “Staff who are
responsible for the operation of these
systems must be qualified, because
any system is only as effective as the
information entered into it.
“Our view is based on the premise that
organisations should not entirely entrust
pay and statutory duties to a system
without a thorough understanding of
the legal and financial implications of
mistakes,” Schroenn continues. “Most well
designed and modern payroll systems
will calculate pay accurately, as well as all
statutory calculations. However, human
error makes it possible that input is
incorrect, and a qualified person should
quickly be able to see where there are
potential problems, and resolve them.
Payroll is not only about calculating
correctly, but also about careful and

thorough process – qualified people
know how to ensure that they are always
compliant.”
Schroenn says these implications are
very real, potentially very costly and
detrimental to business.
Regarding payroll administration,
these risks include the danger of a user
not understanding why they do what
they do, possibly falling into the trap of
acceding to staff demands, and failing to
tax something that should be taxed.
“Formal payroll qualifications in South
Africa are relatively new. Many payroll
administrators have learnt their skills on
the job, and have been trained by the
previous incumbent of their role within
the company,” says Schroenn. “This means
that mistakes and poor processes may be
perpetuated without an understanding of
how things should or could be done.”
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Axiz adds HP POS systems to product portfolio
IT infrastructure distributor Axiz, an authorised HP distributor, has
added the distribution of HP point of sale (POS) systems to its
portfolio.
Axiz product manager Chris Barnes says that Axiz is committed to
bringing real value to clients.
“The retail industry has undergone dramatic changes over the
past few years and the POS system has evolved accordingly.
“No longer are POS products viewed as simply the ‘cash register’”,
he continues.
“Today, a POS system is a combination of a computer system,
POS-specific software, monitor, cash drawer, barcode scanner, credit
card reader (or magnetic stripe reader), thermal receipt printer and
keyboard.”
Barnes says that Axiz is able to offer clients a POS Solution that
is affordable, integrated and specifically designed for their retail
environment.
The systems provide retailers with a variety of business
management tools designed to assist in maximising performance
and business growth.
Axiz’s portfolio of HP products has grown over the past few years.
The inclusion of HP POS Systems follows on the recent addition
of the full suite of HP Networking products and an increase in the
HP IPG offering.

Chris Barnes – “POS systems more than just a cash register.”

Product recalls and stric t liability an invitation for mass litigation
W
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but they will also have to bear the cost
of initiating and running a product
recall, something that should not be
underestimated.”
According to insurance provider
Chartis South Africa, one of the biggest
threats to a company's bottom line is
product recall. The costs of recalling a
product can be astronomical and this, in
addition to reputational damage, could
force a business to close its doors, the
company says.
“Suppliers should therefore be
strongly advised to ensure that they have
adequate monitoring measures in place
to quickly become aware of any defect
in their product,” Levenstein advises.
“Additionally, suppliers must ensure
that they have systems in place which
would govern product recall and which
they must be able to implement at the
20

earliest opportunity. Once a company
is aware of a fault in their product, the
longer they wait before instituting a
recall, the more they expose themselves
to further liability and eventual claims for
damages.”

“One of the
biggest threats
to a company's
bottom line
is product recall”
Current examples in respect of
product recalls are the worldwide recall
commenced by Toyota in late 2009
and more recently by Toyota of Lexus
vehicles.
“The knock on effect to a company's
bottom line caused by significant
product recalls should not be
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underestimated and cannot be ignored
by companies in today's economic
climate,” says Levenstein.
“Substantial claims brought by
consumers once the CPA becomes
operational and, in the event that
product liability insurance is not in
place, could result in companies placing
themselves into a position of financial
distress,” he continues.
“Although Regulations to the Act have
not yet been published, such regulations
will hopefully set out the manner in
which recalls are to occur.
“It is therefore crucial for suppliers to
be aware of the forthcoming changes
and their impact. There is a strong
probability that product recalls will
increase, and companies need to be
prepared for this eventuality. To do
otherwise would result in suppliers being
held liable in the strictest sense, and
exposing themselves to substantial levels
of unnecessary litigation.”
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Product Showcase

Whirlpool improves steam dishwasher
The new Whirlpool ADP 7955
Touch 6th Sense steam dishwasher
includes several enhancements on its
predecessor the ADP 6949C, to offer a
more superior cleaning performance.
Available in white and silver, the
three-rack dishwasher already boasts
advanced technologies such as steam
cleaning, which aids in the removal of
burnt-on dirt and sanitisation of the
dishes, and PowerClean.
The new PowerClean Max device,
easily identified by the red jet spray
outlets at the back of the bottom rack,
now comes with rotating heads on the
32 high-pressure jet sprays which target
the affected areas. The device is ideal for
the removal of stubborn burnt-on dirt
found in pots and pans.
With rotating PowerClean jet sprays,
the water can reach a larger area
than before. Users simply select the
PowerClean function and place the dirty
pots and pans in the back of the lower
rack, directly facing the high pressure jet
sprays.
With the previous model, Whirlpool
replaced the cutlery basked with a
third rack specifically for cutlery, which

allowed for an extra
13th place-setting.
The ADP 7955
Touch has the exact
same feature and
advantage, only this
time Whirlpool has
included a halfsized cutlery basket
without losing the
extra place-setting.
The ADP 7955
Touch dishwasher
uses only eleven
litres of water per
wash cycle, a far
better performance
than washing by
hand. The energy
consumption has also The PowerClean Max device on the Whirlpool Touch steam
improved to below
dishwasher consists of jet sprays with rotating heads, enabling
one kilowatt per hour. the water to reach a larger area than before.
As the name
measures the level of dirt in the water.
implies, the ADP 7955 Touch 6th Sense
It automatically adjusts the wash cycle
steam dishwasher is fully touch control
to the level of dirt – saving up to 50 per
with no protruding buttons that need
cent on time, water and energy – and
pushing.
monitors the wash cycle to ensure
Still available is Whirlpool’s unique
perfect cleaning and drying results.
6th SENSE technology, which constantly

Hope for full global economic recovery diminishes
W
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emphasis on value. Fewer shopping trips
are making every retail interaction critical
for retailers."
US consumers are still very much in a
holding pattern. "The latest annual dollar
sales trend across key retail departments
shows no improvement in the most recent
quarter within the latest 52-week period,"
says The Nielsen Company Consumer &
Shopper Insights senior vice-president
Todd Hale. "The US economy is driving
consumers to make trade-offs and buy
less – and food matters most. Non-edible
departments are leading the decline in
unit sales, while unit sales for all edible
departments are growing over the latest
22

year. Consumers continue to seek out value,
but innovation is still a huge driver for
brands and retailers."
Europe demonstrated the most
divergent recovery patterns in the last
quarter. Economic recovery was back on
track in North Western Europe, while in
Southern Europe, the recessionary mindset
lives on. "Recession-battered markets of
Greece, Italy, Spain and Portugal have
continued to decline," says Nielsen Europe
president Christophe Cambournac. "Hopes
of recovery are becoming increasingly dim
as consumers brace themselves for a new
era of austerity measures."
Returning to normal
Consumer confidence in Latin America
continues to report steady levels, which are
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normalising after hitting a low point at the
beginning of 2009.
"Brazilian consumers continued to
advance fast-moving consumer goods
market growth, rising to six per cent during
the first half of 2010. Positive economic
conditions, together with new product
introductions that focused on value and
improved price fuelled the sustained
growth, which will surely continue
throughout the rest of the year," says
Nielsen managing director Brazil Eduardo
Ragasol.
Resilient and optimistic
Regionally, Asia Pacific was the world's most
confident region reporting an index of 98,
followed closely by Middle East/Africa at 97
points.
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Trade Shows

30 ways to maximise your trade
Exhibitors often have to reverse roles
and find themselves on the other side
of the aisle playing tradeshow attendee.
As with exhibiting, planning and
preparation are essential to maximising
time on the trade show floor.
According to a study by the Center
for Exhibition Industry Research (CEIR),
39 per cent of attendees spend less than
eight hours visiting a show.
Certified speaking professional and
"how to" coach specialising in the
tradeshow industry Susan Friedmann
provides 30 points that will help simplify
the process when visiting a trade show.
Before the show
• Know what you want to achieve by
visiting the show. If the company
is sending you, understand what
your boss wants you to achieve by
attending the show.
• Develop a plan of which exhibitors
you want to visit and then organise
your list into two parts – must see
and want to see companies.
• Decide how much time you want to
spend at the show and then at each
booth. Allow extra time for browsing,
distractions and waiting in lines.
• Find out who else from your
company is going to the show and
develop a plan to maximise your
visit, especially at large shows.
• Know what information you need
to have from each exhibitor.
Research different vendors to find
out how they differ and what is
most important to you. Then plan
intelligent questions to ask them.
• Design a lead gathering form to
research for specific products/
services to make accurate
comparisons.
• Make appointments with exhibitors
you really want to meet with.
• Get a map of where exhibitors are
located and prioritise your route.
• Take plenty of business cards to
avoid filling out forms.
• Pack comfortable shoes and clothing
to wear on the show floor. Walking
shows is extremely tiring. Try insoles
for extra comfort. Remember to
leave room for things to bring back.
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show visits

Take a light and
comfortable carry-all for
accumulated materials.
Plastic bags are often
uncomfortable as they cut
into your hands.
Make travel and hotel
reservations early to
maximise on discounted
rates.
Stay at a hotel closest to
the convention site to
save on trave.ling and to
give you a place to rest,
sort through information
gathered, and refocus your
energy.
Plan the seminars/
workshops you want to
attend. Split sessions
with your colleagues to
maximise data gathering.
Pre-register for the event
and arrive 30 minutes
before opening to avoid
standing in long lines.

Susan Friedmann – "Know what you want to achieve."
At the show
• Carry a pad and pen to jot down
• Revise your plan at the show. The
show directory and schedule often
important notes, or have a small
changes several times before a show.
voice recorder for note taking.
• Take a break after a few hours to
• Collect information that is of interest
to you or that might interest others
refresh and get some fresh air. Air
in your company. Request that
in convention halls is dry, stale
literature and samples be mailed
and draining. Drink water instead
instead of having to carry them with
of pop or beer regularly to avoid
you.
dehydration.
• Write a trip report as you go along
• Obtain a map of the city and know
how to get to the convention centre.
and summarise your notes every
evening.
• Tell exhibitors you are on a tight time
schedule to avoid casual chatter and
• Be prepared to push for answers
get straight down to business.
to questions exhibitors are not
prepared to answer.
• Look for networking opportunities.
Network with industry leaders. Get
• Avoid conversations with vendors in
invited to exhibitors hospitality
which you have no interest.
suites and receptions. At workshops
• Leave the show about 30 minutes
introduce yourself to people around
before closing to avoid long lines for
you – hand out and collect business
buses and cabs.
cards. Hook up with new contacts at
mealtimes for added information.
After the show
• Skip overly crowded booths and plan • Plan how you are going to
to come at the end of the day when
implement information gathered.
traffic is slower.
• Be prepared to follow-up after the
show for literature and samples
• Check coats and bags so you don't
have to drag them around with you.
requests.
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New Iser board member no stran
Iser’s financial director and newly
appointed board member Rochelle
Klopper is no newcomer to the retail
industry. Originally from Bloemfontein,
she is a member of the widely known
Klopper family business that dominates
the Free State retail landscape, and
as such is well known to many Iser
members and suppliers.
Klopper obtained her B.Acc degree
from Stellenbosch University in 2000
and completed her honours at the
then Rand Afrikaans University in 2001.
After completing her articles at KPMG
she returned to Bloemfontein in early
2005 as a newly qualified chartered

ger to retail

accountant and
went to work
in the accounts
department of
Kloppers.
In January 2006
Klopper joined Iser
as assistant to the
financial manager
and shortly
thereafter was promoted to the financial
manager’s position. In July this year she
was appointed to the board as financial
director.
“My job is not defined by my title,
but is all-encompassing,” says Klopper.

“Although I have only been working
at Iser for a relatively short time I have
gained considerable experience and can
now add value to the position, which is
very gratifying. The environment is small
but challenging and the business in
terms of turnover is large.
“I love meeting our members and
chatting to them about how we can
improve our service and generally help
to strengthen our relationship,” she
continues.
“I see a growing role for myself her
in the future and am always trying to
devise ways to improve value to our
dealers.”

Amap appoints two GMs to head up new divisions
Marc Duthoit, general manager housewares
In line with its strategy to expand its
housewares offering to the market,
Amalgamated Appliances (Amap)
has appointed Marc Duthoit general
manager of the newly formed division.
“While it is currently the smallest
division in the company, this year
marked the launch of an aggressive
growth strategy geared to growing
housewares into a sustainable
business within the Amap stable over
the next three to four years,” says Duthoit. “We have engaged
with a number of major international players and are currently
launching several new brands of kitchenware and table top
items, which appeared in the trade during November and
December with more items to come over the coming months.”
Duthoit is no newcomer to the housewares industry, having
worked at Consol Glass, ARC International, the internationally
renowned French manufacturer and distributor of household
brands such as Luminarc, Crystal d’Arques and Pyrex.
With more than 25 years sales and marketing experience
in the housewares and consumer goods industry, Duthoit has
developed a talent for identifying a marketable concept when he
sees it.
“I don’t see myself as a traditional marketer,” he says, “but rather
as someone who knows how to turn a vision into a commercial
reality.”
Always on the lookout for new products and merchandising,
Duthoit attends international trade shows regularly. His favourite
cities to visit for inspiration are London, Paris and Frankfurt,
while Hong Kong and China remain his first ports of call for
suppliers and manufacturers able to provide top quality goods at
competitive prices.
“I’m very excited about the new housewares division,” he says.
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“The new ranges and concepts we have lined up are already
making a favourable impression among the trade, which certainly
bodes well for the continued growth of the division.”
Bronwen Kramer, general manager personal care
Amalgamated Appliances (Amap) has
appointed Bronwen Kramer as general
manager of its new personal care
division, which includes the Russell
Hobbs, Salton, ETI and Remington
ranges of electric hair dryers and
straighteners, shavers and grooming
products.
“It’s a small division, but with
loads of potential,” says Kramer, “and
I aim to seize every opportunity that presents itself, whether it
be introducing new brands to the market, or moving into new
product categories.”
Although Kramer originally studied law at the University of
Witwatersrand, her career followed the public relations path
where she eventually moved into marketing. While running her
own business for eleven years she obtained an IMM (Institute
of Marketing Management) diploma and went on to join the
corporate world. She hopes to eventually complete an MBA
(master of business administration) degree, “if time permits”.
Kramer’s extensive experience in the beauty and cosmetics
segment of the fast moving consumer goods market will stand
her in good stead in her new position. She previously worked
as marketing manager for Colomer South Africa, owner and
marketer of leading ethnic hair care brands, and part of hair and
beauty company, the Colomer group.
“I love the brands that are currently in the Amap stable, and
the fact that I can use the products myself and incorporate my
personal feel and experience into my job is a huge plus when it
comes to sourcing new merchandise,” she says.
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